
Consistent spray pattern changes 
even at low flow rates

Instant ‘Water Shut-Off System’ ensure 
no water loss after the trigger is 
released

Heavy Duty replaceable rubber cover, 
available in Black or White

Available in Bronze or Full Stainless 
Steel Construction

Stainless Steel seat design stops water 
leakage at nozzle seat

Long handle design grip for whole 
hand placement

Available Models

MINI M-70LF (bronze)  Black

MINI M-75LF (bronze) White

MINI S-70LF (stainless steel) Black

MINI S-75LF (stainless steel) white

Technical Data

Maximum working pressure = 
10 Bar

Maximum recommended 
operating temperature = 93°C

Includes either ½" or ¾" swivel 
hose barb fitting as standard 
(must specify size required on 
order)

Fully serviceable with readily 
available parts and service kits

shown:
MINI S-70LF (stainless steel) Black

MINI M-75LF (bronze) White

THE WATER EFFICIENT WASH DOWN NOZZLE FOR MAXIMUM WATER SAVINGS

Theoretical Pressure vs Flowrate for MINI M-70LF
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MINI M-70LF
LOW-FLOW 
WATER SAVING TRIGGER NOZZLE

The Mini M-70LF Series is designed for heavy duty cleaning in all industrial applications, and is suitable for both hot and cold 
wash down applications. This compact and easy to handle spray nozzle weighs only 0.8 kg yet it provides the same high quality 
product expected from the industry proven range of Strahman wash down equipment, whereby utilising the same modern and 
innovative engineering principles and premium quality parts.

Derived from the same family of Strahman premium heavy duty M-70 Series Nozzles, 
the Mini M-70LF Series by Spray Nozzle Engineering is a water efficient spray nozzle 
designed to reduce potential water wastage by providing an optimum cleaning 
performance at lower flow rates, suitable for most industrial wash down applications.

Unlike most wash down guns typically utilised throughout the industry, the Mini 
M-70LF series offers the water saving benefits without compromising on
performance. With adjustable spray pattern controlled by the trigger, you have the
flexibility to vary and control the spray on demand while its ergonomic design via the
palm trigger reduces operator fatigue during prolonged use.

The Mini M-70LF Series is accredited with the Smart Approved WaterMark, Australia’s 
outdoor water saving labelling program, and has been assessed by an independent 
expert technical panel to be a true water efficient product.

ESC VEET APPROVED PRODUCT
(35-LOW FLOW TRIGGER NOZZLE)
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